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Decision making in
wound management
and closure

Wound management and closure are commonly performed in general practice.
In this article, the author discusses initial wound assessment and management
and the decision making process involved in wound closure. Tension relieving
techniques and more advanced surgical closure techniques are also discussed.
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Introduction

Deciding upon the optimal time and way
to close a wound can be difficult. It is often
tempting to immediately attempt a primary
closure, especially if this is perceived to
be a cheaper, faster option. However;
premature, inappropriate closure may
result in dehiscence and the need for a more
complex and expensive treatment plan.

Initial management

When presented with an animal with an
acute traumatic wound, the patient should
be triaged and potentially life threatening
conditions addressed. During this time,
the wound can be temporarily covered
with a sterile dressing, to prevent further
contamination. Once the patient has been
stabilised, further attention can be paid to
the wound and its management.
With chronic or dehiscing wounds, the
potential for infection should be considered
and efforts made to reduce the risk of
contamination of the hospital. Such cases
should have their wounds covered before
they are admitted to the hospital and should
then be barrier nursed as appropriate.
A thorough medical history including any
co-morbidities or medications should be
obtained in addition to information relating
to the chronicity and cause of the wound.

Table 1: Wound assessment
Most open wounds can be categorised as;

• Clean

non traumatic wounds with no
contamination or debris
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minimal debris or inflammation

• Contaminated

moderate debris or inflammation
significant debris or marked
devitalisation or wound >6 hours old

Initial assessment

After appropriate analgesia and sedation
or anaesthesia, the wound can be assessed.
This should be performed in a clean
room, ideally on a table and sterile gloves
should be used during wound assessment
and manipulation. An aqueous soluble
gel should be applied over the exposed
wound and the haired skin surrounding
the wound clipped. This is often one
of the most inadequately performed
procedures but it allows the surrounding
tissues to be evaluated for bruising or
other injuries that may be otherwise
missed. It also facilitates assessment of
the degree of tension in the surrounding
skin, helping the surgeon to determine
what type of closure may be necessary
or possible. Hair close to the edge of
the wound can often be more easily
removed using a scalpel blade rather than
by clipping.

lavage:
what should I use?

Ideally, an isotonic, balanced, sterile, warm
solution should be used for wound lavage.
In humans, no difference in infection
rate or wound healing has been proven
between tap water and sterile saline
irrigation, however tap water is toxic
to fibroblasts (Ferndandez and Griffiths,
2008). The author’s preference is to use
lactated ringer’s, but in practice any fluid
solution that removes contaminated
material and debris from the wound can
be used. The wound is flushed, removing
the gel, trapped hair following clipping,
and as much wound debris as possible. A
lavage system using a three way tap and
syringe attached to a fluid bag facilitates
speedy lavage (Figure 1). A 19 gauge
needle with a 30mls syringe can generate
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Figure 1: Lavage system to flush wound

The TIME acronym summarises the four
main components of wound bed preparation
(Tissue management, Infection, Moisture
balance, wound Edge) and can be used as
an aid in decision making when wounds
are managed - Table 3. (Schultz et al. 2003).

Tissue management

If a large tissue deficit is present, especially
over an extremity (Figure 2), it is likely
that a flap or a skin graft will be necessary
and the owner can be advised of the likely
costs and time scale involved.

7 to 8psi, which is adequate to remove
most superficial debris. The wound can
also be probed to explore any pockets or
underrun skin.

Which wounds can be
closed at this stage?

In many cases, immediate closure can be
attempted if:
• the wound can be converted into a clean
or clean-contaminated wound, with
lavage or debridement and
• the tissue around the wound is healthy
and not traumatised
If this cannot be accomplished, the wound
should be managed as an open wound
until it is deemed suitable for closure.

Open wound management

This usually involves covering the wound
with a dressing for a number of days,
with serial re-assessments to determine
how wound healing is progressing
(Table 2). If there is any doubt, open
wound management should be continued
and closure should be delayed until the
wound is healthy. This may take 24 hours,
or several days, depending on the degree
of contamination and tissue viability. In
most cases, the aim is to get to a position
where a delayed primary closure (up to 72
hours) or a secondary closure (usually 5-7
days) is possible.
In some situations, early closure and
reconstruction may be necessary,
if delaying closure would result in
potentially life threatening complications
such as with a thoracic wound or an open
abdominal wound.

Table 2: Wound closure
Primary closure
• Appropriate for clean-contaminated
wounds with healthy peri-wound tissue

Delayed primary closure
• Clean-contaminated wounds
• Closure within 48/72 hours, before
the formation of granulation tissue

Secondary closure
• Contaminated/dirty wounds
• Management as open wound and
closure when clean healthy wound,
usually with granulation tissue
present 5-7 days

Second intention
• Small wounds which will heal easily
with contraction/epithelisation
• Very contaminated wounds

Table 3: Time principles

T

Tissue management
• Is there a tissue deficit, will a
graft or flap be required?
• Is the tissue viable, is further
debridement required?

I

Infection control

M

Moisture balance

E

• Does the wound
look infected?
• Is the wound desiccated?
• Is there significant
exudate, maceration?

Edge of wound
• Is the wound under run?
• Is there evidence
of epithelisation?

Figure 2: Extensive tissue deficit following road
traffic accident

Foreign material:

The presence of foreign material and
necrotic debris causes inflammation
and slows wound healing. Foreign
material and non-viable tissue should
be removed, with either lavage or serial
sharp dissection, performed aseptically.
It may be difficult to distinguish viable
and non viable tissue early in the healing
process and therefore, serial debridement
over several days can be performed. In
some smaller wounds, en bloc debridement
of the wound can be performed, where
obviously unhealthy tissue is excised to
a healthy border, potentially facilitating
primary closure.
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